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Report of the Managing Board to the General Meeting on item 8 of the agenda 

concerning the exclusion of the subscription right pursuant to § 203 (2), § 186 (4) 

Section 2 of the German Stock Corporation Act (AktG) (Authorized Capital 2021)  

New authorized capital (Authorized Capital 2021) authorized by the General Assembly 

meeting on July 7, 2021, totaling up to 3,872,044.00 euros, which should be available 

for cash and non-cash capital increases, will be suggested to the general assembly of 

Manz AG under agenda item 8. The new authorized capital shall replace the previous 

authorization according to Section 3 (3) of the Articles of Incorporation (authorized capital 

2016) amounting to 3,872,044.00 euros, which is limited through July 11, 2021. 

The new Authorized Capital 2021 should follow the established rules for the prior Au-

thorized Capital 2016. With the new authorization the company should be able to act 

quickly and flexibly in the interests of its shareholders with the capital increase. Because 

decisions concerning coverage of capital requirements usually must be made at short 

notice, it is important that the company not be constrained by the yearly cycle of general 

meetings or by the long notice period before an extraordinary general meeting. The in-

strument of authorized capital is the government’s response to these restrictions. The 

most common reasons to use authorized capital are to strengthen the equity base and 

to finance acquisitions.  
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In principle, shareholders have preemptive rights with regard to the use of the Authorized 

Capital 2021. However, the Managing Board is authorized, with Supervisory Board ap-

proval, to exclude shareholders from their preemptive subscription rights under the fol-

lowing conditions. 

a) The Managing Board should be authorized, with Supervisory Board approval, to 

suspend the legal preemptive rights of shareholders in cases of cash capital in-

creases in return for cash pursuant to Section 203 (1–2), Section 186 (3) Sen-

tence 4 of the German Stock Corporation Act (AktG). This suspension of sub-

scription rights allows us, in the best interests of the company, to systematically 

place new shares in domestic and international capital markets, whereby the 

shares are issued on short notice under favorable trading conditions and at rates 

as high as possible yet close to market prices. The need to protect shareholders 

from dilution is accounted for by ensuring that the shares can only be offered at 

a price that is not significantly below the relevant trading price. The final determi-

nation of the placement price is made as close as possible to the time of the 

placement. Here the Managing Board will make every effort – while taking into 

account current market conditions – to keep any discounts from the trading price 

as small as possible. The discount from the trading price at the time the author-

ized capital is used will be less than 3 % whenever possible, but always less than 

5 %.  

Generally, the sales that can be generated from placement under a subscription 

right exclusion will result in a significantly higher cash inflow than a share place-

ment with performance shares, which generally result in significant discounts 

from the stock exchange price. One important reason for this is the fact that an 

issue without a compulsory subscription period can be carried out immediately 

after determining the issue price and thus no allowance needs to be made for 

price change risk for the subscription period in the issue price. Section 186 (2) of 

the German Stock Corporation Act (AktG) does allow for the publication of the 

subscription price up to the third day to the end of the subscription period. But in 

view of the frequently observed volatility on stock markets there is still a market 

risk over a period of several days, which results in safety margins in determining 

the subscription price and thus to conditions that are not in line with the market. 

Where a subscription right exists, the necessary placement with third parties is 

also put at risk or subject to additional costs due to the uncertainty of its exercise. 

In addition, because of the length of the subscription period when granting a sub-

scription right the company is unable to respond at short notice to either favorable 

or unfavorable market conditions and thus is exposed to falling share prices, 
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which can result in an unfavorable issue for the company. By foregoing a time-

consuming and expensive preemptive rights process, capital requirements can 

be met by taking advantage of short-term market opportunities.  

Capital increases due to this authorization to exclude subscription rights may not, 

in total, exceed either 774,408.00 euros, which corresponds to roughly 10 % of 

the current share capital, nor 10 % of the share capital at the time the authoriza-

tion is exercised. This means that, even in cases of multiple capital increases 

within the authorization period, subscription rights cannot be exempted for more 

than a total of 10 % of share capital as a result of this authorization. An additional 

restriction requires that the maximum limit include shares that are issued up until 

the issue of new shares from the authorized capital in direct or indirect application 

of Section 186 (3) Sentence 4 of the German Stock Corporation Act (AktG) while 

utilizing other authorizations to exempt shareholder subscription rights. There-

fore, conversion or option rights or conversion obligations for shares in the com-

pany that are associated with warrants or convertible bonds, profit-sharing rights, 

or profit-sharing bonds (or combinations of these instruments) that are issued 

during this authorization in accordance with Section 186 (3) Sentence 4 Stock 

Corporation Act (AktG) for cash, excluding the performance shares, must be off-

set against the limit Furthermore, sales of own shares must be offset if they were 

conducted during this authorization based on an authorization in accordance with 

Section 71 (1) no. 8 Sentence 5 Stock Corporation Act (AktG) in conjunction with 

Section 186 (3) Sentence 4 AktG, excluding the performance shares. This en-

sures that no shares are issued from the authorized capital excluding the perfor-

mance shares according to Section 203 (1) and (2), Section 186 (3) Sentence 4 

AktG if this would result in the performance shares of the shareholders being 

excluded for more than 10 % of the share capital without a specific objective rea-

son for this.  

These specifications protect the shareholders rights against dilution of their hold-

ings, according to the law. In addition, because the issue price of the new shares 

is close to the market price, each shareholder has the option to purchase an 

amount of shares necessary to maintain their proportional level of interest in the 

company on the market at nearly the same terms. This ensures appropriate pro-

tection of the equity and voting interests of shareholders.  

b) The purpose of the authorization to increase the share capital with the approval 

of the Supervisory Board, excluding performance shares in order to purchase 

companies, parts of companies or holdings in companies or other assets, or to 
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carry out corporate mergers is to allow the Managing Board to purchase compa-

nies, parts of companies or company holdings or other assets in appropriate 

cases not only by paying a purchase price in cash, but also by transferring shares 

in the company, or carrying out corporate mergers in this fashion. Depending on 

the size of such an acquisition and the expectations of the respective seller, it 

may be advantageous or necessary to use shares in the company as payment. 

This will preserve the liquid assets of the company and reduce the scope of a 

possible financing of the purchase price. This procedure requires the exemption 

of the preemptive subscription rights of shareholders.  

Because the Company competes in global markets, it must be able at all times to 

act quickly and flexibly in both the national and international markets. This also 

requires the ability to merge with other companies or to acquire companies, parts 

of companies and interests in companies to improve its competitive position. Es-

pecially in connection with the acquisition of companies or parts of companies, it 

may also be advantageous to acquire other assets, such as those that can be of 

economic advantage to the Company or a part of the Company.  

The purpose of the authorization provided to exclude the performance shares is 

to make the company more competitive in acquiring entities of interest to it, and 

to allow the company to act quickly and flexibly with the approval of the Supervi-

sory Board if an opportunity arises. It is possible that in certain instances it may 

be in the best interests of the company to enter into a merger or undertake an 

acquisition in return for shares of the acquiring company created through the use 

of the authorized capital. In past experience in both the domestic and international 

markets, it has also been observed that shares in the acquiring company are 

frequently desired as consideration in corporate mergers and for attractive ob-

jects for acquisitions in general.  

When the opportunity for such a transaction arises, the Managing Board will care-

fully examine whether it should make use of the authorization to dispense treas-

ury shares. When determining the valuation ratios, the Managing Board will en-

sure that the best interests of shareholders are adequately protected. Normally it 

will base its assessment of the value of the shares offered as consideration on 

the trading price of the company shares. A schematic orientation to the share 

price is not provided for however, in particular so as not to put in question previ-

ously secured negotiating results through fluctuations in the share price. The 

value of the respective companies, parts of companies, or interests in companies 

to be acquired will be determined by using established valuation standards. Since 

the value of companies, parts of companies, and interests in companies which 
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may be acquired in the future is not known, and therefore their purchase prices 

are also not known, a definite amount which will be spent cannot at present be 

named.  

The scope of the performance share exclusion in the amount of the authorized 

capital is required to provide all or at least a significant part of payment for a large 

acquisition in the form of company shares.  

c) Furthermore, with the approval of the Supervisory Board, the Managing Board 

should be able to exclude the performance shares, to the extent that it is neces-

sary to give holders of warrants or convertible bonds, profit-sharing rights, or 

profit-sharing bonds (or combinations of these instruments) issued by the com-

pany or direct or indirect affiliated companies of the company a subscription right 

to new shares to the same extent as they would be entitled upon exercising their 

option or conversion right or after fulfilling their conversion obligation.  

Such bonds are generally equipped with protection against dilution in order to 

facilitate placement; this makes it possible to reduce the conversion price and 

makes it possible to grant the holders the right to purchase new shares, as the 

shareholders can, in case of subsequent capital increases. In this way, they are 

treated as if they were already shareholders. A subscription right for owners or 

creditors of already-existing options rights, convertible rights, or of convertible 

bonds with convertible requirements provides an opportunity to prevent the re-

duction of the option or conversion price in the case of the use of authorized 

capital. This provides for a higher issue price of the shares to be issued as a 

result of exercising the option or carrying out the conversion. In order to add such 

a protection against dilution to the bonds, the preemptive subscription rights of 

shareholders to these shares must be exempted. This serves the purpose of 

making the issue of bonds easier, and therefore serves the interests of the share-

holders with regard to an optimal financial structure of the company.  

d) The authorization of the Managing Board to exclude any fractional amounts from 

the performance shares of the shareholders, with the approval of the Supervisory 

Board, serves to describe a practical subscription ratio, and therefore makes it 

easier to carry out capital increases and grant performance shares. The value of 

such fractional amounts is usually small, whereas the additional effort needed for 

an issue with such an exclusion is significantly higher. The new shares excluded 
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from the subscription rights as fractional shares will be used in the best way pos-

sible for the company. 

 

Therefore the interests of the shareholders will not be unreasonably affected overall by 

the authorization to suspend shareholders from their preemptive subscription rights. 

Specific plans for the use of the new Authorized Capital 2021 do not yet exist. Similar 

anticipatory resolutions which include the ability to exempt shareholders from subscrip-

tion rights are common both in Germany and abroad. The Managing Board will always 

carefully examine whether the use of the Authorized Capital 2021 is in the interest of the 

company and its shareholders. In the event that the proposed authorization is used, the 

Managing Board will report on it at the next General Meeting. 

 

Reutlingen, May 2021 

Manz AG 

The Board 


